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QUESTION: 56
Your customer wants a multi-site P4000 configuration across campuses. Site protection
has to be implemented where retention of full site data is possible when there is loss
of communication between sites. Which HP P4000 functionality supports this
requirement?

A. Advance Snapshot Replication
B. Remote Copy
C. Network RAID
D. Failover Manager

Answer: B

QUESTION: 57
A customer is planning attendant backups of multiple branch offices. They do not
need off-the storage. But rapid redistributes are essentials. Which backup storage
technology should they implement?

A. backup to disk based storage
B. backup to local tape drives
C. backup to SAN-attached tape libraries
D. backup to network-shared optical jukeboxes

Answer: B

QUESTION: 58
Which task is performed in the first stage of a storage infrastructure assessment?

A. Power and cooling requirements are evaluated.
B. Storage performance and management software are installed
C. Inventory of system, software and employee skills is taken.
D. Recommendation for designing a storage infrastructure are formulated.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 59
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What should run on servers that share access to the same P2000 G3 MSA storage LUN
to preserve data integrity?

A. virtualization software
B. LUN provisioning tools
C. MPIO DSM
D. cluster software

Answer: B

QUESTION: 60
A company has a SAN with storage array has configured the LUN with RAID. The
company needs local physical copies of the LUNS. Which technology should the
company use?

A. Replication
B. clustering
C. snapshots
D. clones

Answer: A

QUESTION: 61
A business is growing from a small, tightly control SAN environment to a much larger
configuration that is dynamic and may require connections to be moved from one port
location to another. Which zoning configuration would best meet the needs of this
business?

A. no fabric zoning
B. domain ID and port numbers
C. WWN zoning
D. VSAN partitioning

Answer: C
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